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Effects of pressure on electron transport and atomic structure of manganites:
Low to high pressure regimes
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The pressure dependence of the resistivity and structure of La0.60Y0.07Ca0.33MnO3 has been explored in the
pressure range from 1 atm to;7 GPa. The metal to insulator transition temperature (TMI) was found to reach
a maximum and the resistivity achieves a minimum at;3.8 GPa. Beyond this pressure,TMI is reduced with a
concomitant increase in the resistivity. Structural measurements at room temperature show that at low pressure
~below 2 GPa! the Mn-O bond lengths are compressed. Between;2 and;4 GPa, a pressure-induced en-
hancement of the Jahn-Teller~JT! distortion occurs in parallel with an increase in Mn-O1-Mn bond angle to
;180°. Above;4 GPa, the Mn-O1-Mn bond angle is reduced, while the JT distortion appears to remain
unchanged. The resistivity aboveTMI is well modeled by variable range hopping. The pressure dependence of
the localization length follows the behavior ofTMI .

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.104107 PACS number~s!: 61.50.Ks, 75.47.Gk, 71.38.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the La12xAxMnO3 (A5Ca,Sr) system, whenx is in
the range of 0.2–0.5, there is a metal-insulator transit
~MIT ! with increasing temperature and the Curie tempera
TC coincides with the MIT temperatureTMI .1 This can be
explained qualitatively by the double exchange model~DE!.2

But the predicted resistivity2 is much lower than that from
experimental measurements. Millis and co-workers3 argued
that DE alone cannot explain the resistivity in these syste
@also called colossal magnetoresistance~CMR! materials#
and that local lattice distortions, specifically Jahn-Teller-~JT!
type lattice distortions of the MnO6 octahedra, should be
considered. Owing to JT distortions~JTD!, the degenerate
Mn31 eg orbital splits, thus lowering the energy of the o
cupied orbital and localizing the state. Because of the su
balance and complicated interactions among the charge,
and lattice structure~symmetry and local atomic structure!,
many experimental parameters, such as the averageA-site
radius, magnetic fields, high pressure, and photons, can
fect the transport properties and cause changes in mag
and/or structural order.

In the cubic perovskite structureABO3, due to the radius
mismatch of theA- andB-site atoms, structural distortion i
induced. By chemical substitution at theA site, not only the
number of electrons in the 3d band of Mn and the lattice
parameters but also the Mn-O bond length and Mn-O-
bond angle are changed.1 The local distortion can also b
changed with different doping levels. For systems
Ln12xAxMnO3 (Ln5La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Y, etc.;A5Ca, Sr,
Ba, Pb, etc.!, the magnetic, electronic, and structural prop
ties have been investigated by changing the doping elem
and levelx, resulting in detailed phase diagrams.2,4

Unlike internal~or chemical! pressure induced by chem
cal doping ~which may change both the Mn valence a
structure!, hydrostatic pressure is a ‘‘clean’’ method
change the long-range and local structure in the CM
materials in a continuously tunable way. High press
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has been found to stabilize the rhombohedral phase
the La12xSrxMnO3 system5,6 (x50.12– 0.18) and
La0.8Ba0.2MnO3.7 In the low-pressure range, the effects
pressure on the manganites can be accounted for by
DE theory. Generally, it is believed that pressure compres
the lattice constants, increases the Mn-O-Mn bond an
makes the unit cell more cubic, and hence reduces the l
distortion of the MnO6 octahedra and electron-lattice co
pling. As a result, the overlap of the Mn31 eg orbital and
O22 2p orbital is increased—thus enhancing the electr
hopping rate. Indeed, for many systems with paramagn
insulating ~PMI! to ferromagnetic metallic~FMM! phase
transitions,TC increases almost linearly with pressure in t
pressure range below 2 GPa,6,8–16with few exceptions.17 But
the pressure effect onTC is larger than that predicted by ban
theory. This implies that the electron-phonon coupling is a
reduced by pressure.12 The sensitivity ofTC to pressure,
dTC /dP, depends on the doping level or theA-site average
radius^r A&.17,13 This is due to the fact that manganites wi
small ^r A& have larger local distortions and hence can th
retically go through a larger degree of ordering wi
pressure.13 In La12xSrxMnO3 (x50.12– 0.18) pressure wa
also found to be able to destabilize ordered JT polarons
enhance electron hopping, and to extend the FMM state
lower temperature; in comparison, magnetic fields have n
ligible effect on these combined parameters that suggest
spin ordering plays a minor role in this system.6

LaMnO3, the prototypical parent compound, is anA-type
antiferromagnetic insulator with highly coherent static Jah
Teller distortions~with octahedral bond distances of 1.90
1.968, and 2.178 Å!.18 Under pressure it first undergoes
transition from localized electron to band antiferroma
netism at;0.7 GPa.19 With further pressure increase th
MnO6 octahedra are nearly isotropically compressed, and
Jahn-Teller distortion remains stable up to;7 GPa. In this
range, pressure decreases the orthorhombic distortion b
ducing the average tilt angle of MnO6 octahedra. Conse
quently, the magnetic ordering temperature and electro
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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bandwidth are increased. Above 7 GPa the compound po
bly undergoes a transition to a metalliclike phase.20 In the
manganites, Jahn-Teller distortions~static and dynamic! play
an important role.21 When crossing into the FM phase bo
coherent and incoherent distortions are abruptly reduced.
coherence state of distortions may be affected by high p
sure and doping.22 Also, the electron-phonon interaction ca
be affected by pressure by modifying the ‘‘stiffness’’ of th
phonons and the distortion modes by enhancing theQ3 mode
and suppressing theQ2 mode.23

By comparing the effects of chemical doping and press
in the range below;2 GPa~the upper limit of the traditiona
clamp pressure cells!, it has become generally accepted th
the effects of hydrostatic pressure is equivalent to tha
chemical doping. Hwanget al.24 systematically studied the
effects of external hydrostatic pressure and internal chem
pressure on the properties of CMR and found that up to;2
GPa the effect of hydrostatic pressure can be mapped
the average radius of theA-site atoms with a conversio
factor of 3.7531024 Å/kbar.

There have been some indirect indications that, for pr
sures above 2 GPa, the behavior of CMR oxides may
different from that observed in the low-pressure measu
ments. The Raman scattering result by Congedutiet al.25 on
La0.75Ca0.25MnO3 indicated that above 7.5 GPa, high pre
sure induces a new phase other than the predicated me
phase. The abrupt phonon frequency change and strong
non broadening suggest a charge-lattice interaction stren
ened by the lattice compression. The results of Meneg
et al.26 revealed that in addition to the general unit-cell co
traction, pressures above 6–7 GPa cause the MnO6 octahe-
dra to become more distorted by splitting the two alm
identical in-plane Mn-O bond lengths and produce a long
range static/dynamic JTD. However, because of the h
transition temperature of this material, only a limited stu
of the changes in transport with temperature could be
served. We have studied the system La0.60Y0.07Ca0.33MnO3
with a transition temperature that enables the observatio
shifts in TMI over a broad range of pressures.

Here we report our results of electric transport and str
ture of La0.60Y0.07Ca0.33MnO3 under high pressures up to;7
GPa. This compound has a very high magnetoresistanc
;10 000% at 6 T.27 Its Curie temperatureTC and MIT tem-
peratureTMI coincide at;150 K. Its magnetotransport prop
erties suggest strong electron-lattice and spin-lat
coupling.28 For pressures up to;0.8 GPa,TC , TMI , and the
linear thermal expansion coefficient peak coincide and
linear functions of pressure.8 Although this material has bee
extensively studied, its properties under high pressure ab
2 GPa were still unexplored. We found that belowP*
;3.8 GPa, high pressure increasesTMI and suppresses resi
tivity. But aboveP* , TMI decreases and the resistivity in
creases quickly with pressure. The resistivity in the measu
temperature range of liquid nitrogen to room temperat
follows the same manner. This possibly suggests that h
pressure causes a change in the crystal structure~local or
long range!. Hence, high-pressure x-ray diffraction measu
ments were performed to determine the structural evolu
under high pressure. We found that atP* , pressure induced
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a structural transformation within the MnO6 octahedra to a
highly JT distorted state. AboveP* , with increasing pressure
the MnO6 octahedra continue to tilt.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Samples of La0.60Y0.07Ca0.33MnO3 were prepared by
solid-state reaction with multiple cycles of grinding and c
cination at a temperature of 1200 °C in air. The resulti
powder was then pressed into pellets and annealed in a
1300 °C for 12 h and slowly cooled down to room tempe
ture at a rate 1 °C/min.

The x-ray diffraction pattern taken at room temperatu
with a Rigaku x-ray diffractometer with a Cu sealed tu
showed that the samples are in a single crystallograp
phase~Fig. 1!. The structure was refined toPbnmsymmetry
using the Rietveld method. The refined lattice constants
a55.458 10(6) Å,b55.451 49(7) Å,c57.698 06(11) Å.
The sample was also characterized by magnetization m
surements~inset of Fig. 1!. The magnetic moment at 5 K in
a 10 kOe magnetic field is 3.66mB , which compares well
with the theoretical estimate of 3.67mB . The Curie tempera-
ture is defined as the edge, the maximum of the first-or
derivative of the magnetization versus temperature cu
TheTC extracted in this way is 15062.5 K—consistent with
the metal-insulator transition temperatureTMI (149.8
61.0 K), the temperature at the resistivity peak.~We note
also that magnetization measurements in a low field of 10
yield a TC value of 14562.5 K.)

High-pressure transport measurements were carried
with a diamond anvil cell. The culet size of the diamon
anvils is 800mm. Samples for high-pressure resistivity me
surements were cut from a pellet, polished to a sheet;60
mm thick and then cut to small pieces of 100–200mm di-
mension. Four gold wires were glued to the four corners
the sample with silver paste. Then the sample was h
treated at;80 °C for several hours for the silver paste
cure. The stainless-steel gaskets and the wall of the sam
chamber were coated with a thin layer of 1:1 Stycast 12
epoxy and Al2O3 powder mixture for electrical insulation

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction pattern at room temperature and a
bient pressure with magnetization measurement shown in the
~field cooled and zero-field cooled!.
7-2
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EFFECTS OF PRESSURE ON ELECTRON TRANSPORT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 104107 ~2003!
Fluorinert FC-77 was used as the pressure medium. Tw
three ruby chips were placed around the sample in the ga
hole for pressure calibration. For a given pressure setting
different temperatures~20–40-K steps! and multiple posi-
tions near the sample, the ruby fluorescence shifts were m
sured. The sample pressure was then calculated from
average, and the errors were estimated using the stan
deviations of the;8–20 pressure measurements. The re
tivity was measured using the Van der Pauw four-po
method. Since rapid cooldown was less stable, data w
collected only while warming up.

High-pressure x-ray diffraction experiments were p
formed at beamline X17B1 at the National Synchrotr
Light Source~NSLS!, Brookhaven National Laboratory, i
transmission mode through the two diamond anvils, an
charge-coupled device~Mar, 204832048 pixels with 79-mm
resolution! was used to obtain the diffraction patterns. T
images were converted to intensity versus 2u by integrating
around the rings of the powder pattern using the progr
FIT2D. The wavelength of the x rays was 0.185 Å. The inte
sity, energy resolution, and the in-plane divergence of th
rays are 1011 photons/s mm2, 1024(dE/E), and 0.1 mrad,
respectively.29,30The x rays were sagittally focused30 from a
width of 20 to 0.4 mm to increase the x-ray intensity on t

FIG. 2. In panels~a! and ~b!, representative diffraction data a
ambient and 5.9 GPa pressure are shown. The shaded region~not
used in the fits! correspond mainly to diffraction from the ste
gasket.
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sample and then the aperture was adjusted to minimize b
ground scattering by the gasket material. The data were
lected from four samples and care was taken to avoid ga
deformation, which can modify the background from gas
contribution to the diffraction pattern. The pressure medi
used for x-ray diffraction is a 4:1 methanol-ethanol mixtu
and 2–3 ruby chips were used for pressure calibration~as in
the transport measurements!. For these measurements, th
pressure is hydrostatic up to at least 10 GPa, and the
errors are time-dependent changes in pressures. At all
measured pressures, the maximum time-dependent chan
;0.1 GPa. All diffraction data were refined by the Rietve
method using the programRIETICA. Figure 2 shows two typi-
cal sets of data at ambient pressure and 5.9 GPa. The sh
regions~not used in the fits! correspond to diffraction from
the steel gasket and random narrow noise spikes.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Transport measurements

The resistance of the sample as a function of tempera
under pressures up to;7 GPa is shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4~a!
is the pressure dependence ofTMI . It is apparent thatTMI
increases first, saturates, and then quickly drops with incr
ing pressure. At ambient pressure,TC and TMI coincide. In
the same material, it was reported thatTC andTMI still co-
incide under pressure up to;0.8 GPa.8 In the parent com-
pound La0.67Ca0.33MnO3, TC andTMI coincide up to at leas
1.6 GPa.17 We are unaware of results on the coincidence
TC andTMI beyond this pressure range. However, it has b
reported that the substitution of the La atom with Gd and
leads to a separation betweenTC andTMI .31,32Hence, in the
higher-pressure range this question is still open. In this pa
we discuss shifts inTMI and leave open the question of shif
in TC at pressures above 1.6 GPa for future work.

In Fig. 4~a! the data forTMI vs P is fitted with a third-
order polynomial. ThedTC /dP ~or dTMI /dP) near ambient

FIG. 3. Temperature-dependent resistivity curves
La0.60Y0.07Ca0.33MnO3 for varying pressure. Note the shifts in th
resistivity peak and change in the amplitude of the resistivity w
pressure.
7-3
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CUI, TYSON, ZHONG, CARLO, AND QIN PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 104107 ~2003!
pressure determined with it is 2264 K/GPa. It is consisten
with the 2662 K/GPa value reported on the same mate
by Arnold et al.8

Another noticeable feature about the resistivity data
different pressures is the peak width. The peak width is
fined as full width at half maximum~FWHM!. With a pres-
sure increase, the peak is dramatically broadened@Fig. 4~b!#.
This may originate from nonhydrostatic pressure conditio
By placing multiple ruby chips in the cell, we found that th
pressure difference around the sample increases with p
sure, which may imply that the pressure medium free
more easily at higher pressure. Because the size of the
chips is quite small~,10 mm!, the fluorescence doublet sti
separates very well except that the peaks are only slig
broadened. The largest difference of the pressure obse
around the sample is;0.5. The pressure was also found
decrease with temperature increase. The higher the pres
the larger this pressure changing. The overall variations
the pressure in the sample space are indicated as error b
the related figures. The variation of pressure around
sample and with temperature does not explain the p
broadening. Apparently, the main reason for the peak bro
ening may be that the material is becoming insulating w
pressure increase so that the peak is suppressed and d
pears.

The conductivity in the whole temperature range chan
in the same way asTMI ; the only difference is that the re

FIG. 4. ~a! Pressure dependence ofTMI . The metal-insulator
transition temperature reaches a maximum near 3.8 GPa then
creases rapidly. The solid line is a third-order polynomial fit w
the coefficient errors in parentheses.~b! pressure dependence of th
peak width of the metal-insulator transition. The solid line is
guide to the eye.
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sistivity in the metallic region changes faster than that in
paramagnetic insulating region. TheTC ~and TMI) of the
parent compound La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 are ;270 K. Under high
pressure, theTMI of La0.60Y0.07Ca0.33MnO3 does not reach
270 K but saturates far below at;215 K and then quickly
decreases with increasing pressure.

It was reported that in a similar compoun
La0.6Y0.1Ca0.3MnO3 the resistivity in the paramagnetic pha
follows a variable range hopping~VRH! model in which the
resistivity behaves as;exp(T0 /T)1/4.33 Compared with the
adiabatic and nonadiabatic polaron models, the meas
ments here are consistent with the VRH behavior@Fig. 5~a!#.
The localization length was estimated according to the V
and co-worker34 magnetic localization theory, which sug
gests that the mechanism of the MIT is localization asso
ated with magnetic disorder. Based on this theory, the lo
ization lengthj can be expressed as

j35
120Um~12^cosu i j &!v

kT0g
, ~1!

de-

FIG. 5. Fit of resistance data with the VRH magnetic localiz
tion model. ~a! Plots of the data in the paramagnetic insulati
range far from the transition temperature~the symbolic types are the
same as that in Fig. 2!. ~b! Localization length evaluated with th
model of Viret and co-workers~Ref. 34!. The solid line is a guide to
eye.
7-4
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where Um (53JH/2) is the Hund’s rule coupling strength
u i j is the angle between the two neighbor spins,v is the
lattice volume per manganese ion, andg is the probability
that an unoccupied manganese orbital can actually accep
electron, which reflects the dynamic JT effect that only wh
the receiving site is not distorted or properly distorted c
electron hopping happen. In the above equation, the loca
tion length is a function of both the Mn-O-Mn bond ang
and the dynamical JTD.

The localization length extracted according to this mo
is shown in Fig. 5~b!. The maximum of localization length a
;P* is ;0.21 nm. This is of the order of the Mn-O bon
length. The corresponding hopping distance is;1.35 nm,
which is several unit cells. It is noticeable that this is also
size of the magnetic clusters Sunet al.35 reported.

Polaron models are also extensively used to explain
transport behavior of manganites. It was reported that
variable range hopping of small polarons can also lead
ln(r)}T21/4 behavior.36 Kapustaet al.37 suggested that the
magnetic correlations in systems of (La12xAx)MnO3 (A
5Ca,Sr) be possibly due to magnetic polarons. With a te
perature decrease there is a transition from a small-pola
dominated PMI regime to a large-polaron-dominated FM
regime.38 Röder, Zang, and Bishop39 reported that aboveTC
the small magnetopolaron due to the JT coupling, which
volves about four lattice sites, comprises a localized cha
surrounded by a spin cloud on nearest neighbors. Sm
angle neutron scattering measurements on La2/3Ca1/3MnO3
found that the magnetic polarons have dimensions of
order of ;1.2 nm aboveTC and that high magnetic field
enhance the correlation length significantly.40

Despite the difference between the models, magnetic
calization and the polaron formation depend critically on
local structure. The distortion of local structure, such
static and dynamic Jahn-Teller distortion and/or rotation
the MnO6 octahedra, plays an important role on the transp
behavior.

B. Structural measurements

To understand the high-pressure resistivity results, hi
pressure x-ray diffraction measurements were perform
The data were refined with the Rietveld method on the b
of the 1-atmPbnmspace group. The pressure dependenc
the unit-cell volume is shown in Fig. 6~a!. In the measured
pressure range, it is monotonically compressed. In Figs.~b!
and 6~c! are shown the Mn-O bond length and Mn-O-M
bond angle pressure dependence, respectively. Below;2
GPa, all three Mn-O bonds are compressed and the b
angles have no obvious change. This may explain why
TMI and resistivity behave according to the DE theory: T
pressure compresses the Mn-O bonds to increase the M31

eg band and O22 2p band overlap, enhancing the hoppin
integral. From;2 to ;3 GPa, there is a local structure tran
formation similar to that in La0.75Ca0.25MnO3.26 The split-
ting of the two in-plane Mn-O2 bonds increases. The M
O1-Mn bond angle increases by about;20° while the Mn-
O2-Mn bond angle seems to only decrease slightly. In
meantime the coherent Jahn-Teller distortion, defined as
10410
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deviation of Mn-O bonds from average, increases abrup
@Fig. 6~d!#. Meneghini et al.26 suggested a transition to
coherent local and/or dynamical Jahn-Teller distortion. T
can partly explain why theTC increase and resistivity de
crease are halted at high pressure. With enhanced JTD co
ence the charge carriers are more localized and this prod
a resistivity increase.

However, we noticed that aboveP* , the coherence of the
Jahn-Teller distortion and bond length only changes sligh
with pressure. This is in contrast to the strong pressure
pendence ofTMI , the resistivity, and localization length a
high pressures. From the structural parameters, it seems
only the Mn-O1-Mn bond angle, which characterizes the t
ing of the MnO6 octahedra, changes with pressure aboveP* .
With the MnO6 octahedra more tilted under pressure, t
overlap of the O22 2p orbital and theeg d3z22r 2 orbital
decreases and the charge carriers are more localized, w
can be observed in the localization length evolution a
function of pressure@Fig. 5~b!#.

It is noticed that the pressure dependence ofTMI of our
sample aboveP* is similar to that of the yttrium doping
La12xYyCaxMnO3 system, in which with Y concentration
increasesTMI decreases, and the resistivity belowTMI in-
creases monotonically.41–43This is ascribed to the MnO6 oc-
tahedra buckling. In this system, ferromagnetically cor
lated clusters or magnetic polarons exist in the paramagn
insulating phase, and the applied external magnetic field
spin-exchange interaction can affect the localization or m
netic polaron size.42 Resistance measurements under pr
sure in a magnetic field may help to verify this picture. B
comparing these measurements with the pressure de
dence of the localization length, one could conclude t
with the local structure transformation, the spin state also
changed.

FIG. 6. Pressure dependence of structure parameters for ro
temperature x-ray diffraction measurements.~a! Unit-cell volume;
~b! the Mn-O bond lengths of theab-plane Mn-O2 bonds~up and
down solid triangles! andc-axis Mn-O1 bond~empty squares!; ~c!
the ab-plane Mn-O2-Mn~empty squares! and c-axis Mn-O1-Mn
~solid squares! bond angles;~d! the coherent Jahn-Teller distortio
parameter, defined asdJT5@(1/N)((RMn-O2^RMn-O&)2#1/2. Note
that the distortion of MnO6 octahedra reaches a maximum at hi
pressure.
7-5
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IV. SUMMARY

High-pressure effects on the resistivity and structure
the CMR material La0.60Y0.07Ca0.33MnO3 have been studied
in the pressure range of 1 atm to;7 GPa. It was found tha
pressure enhances the ferromagnetic metallic phase and
presses the resistivity in the measured temperature rang
low ;3.8 GPa. Above;3.8 GPa, the resistivity increase
and the low-temperature ferromagnetic metallic state is s
pressed with a pressure increase. Structural measureme
room temperature indicate that a structural transforma
occurs at;3.8 GPa, consisting of a distortion of the MnO6
octahedra. Above;3.8 GPa, the buckling of MnO6 octahe-
dra increases with a pressure increase. Based on mode
we suggest that the structural changes under pressure le
localization length or the magnetic cluster~magnetic po-
s.
.
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laron! size increase at low pressure and decrease at pres
above;3.8 GPa.
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